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Abstract

This paper presents a biologically inspired approach to the problem of voice biometrics. The
aim of this study is to examine the capacity of the automatic system, based on a physiologi-
cally appropriate auditory model and self-organizing neural networks, to distinguish the voices
of different speakers. The idea stems from the human ability to successfully extract various
information from speech in the process of verbal communication in different acoustic conditions,
including recognizing the identity of a familiar person by their voice. Based on the obtained re-
sults, one can conclude that the proposed method has demonstrated high-quality unsupervised
classification.
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1 Introduction

Speech is a unique human ability that represents a universal method of communication. With
developing technology, automatic speech processing and intelligent analysis has naturally be-
come relevant in various spheres of application. However, a speech signal that contains a set
of multi-level information [1] is susceptible to manifold distorting effects [2]. For that reason,
many tasks still involve negotiating the variability of speech utterances during automatic pro-
cessing. Nevertheless, despite any distorting factors, a human can effectively distinguish voice
information in the process of verbal communication in a large scope of sound environments,
especially if the voice of an individual is familiar to the perceiver [3]. Thus, the question is
how computational analysis of speech samples could help to solve the problems of variability of
speech and correctly process the necessary information type. Understanding the mechanisms
of perception, creating and assessing such models can play an important role in this context.
Based on the fact that neural responses are robust to the presence of noisiness in stimuli [4], in
this study, the approach to intelligent computational analysis of voice data and its features is
considered from the standpoint of perception and psychoacoustics.
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In everyday life we regularly experience biometric information analysis, which is a unique
characteristic of every human being that consists in complex perception of the most distinctive
behavioral and physiological modalities. Voice can be identified as one of these modalities. For
instance, a human draws conclusions about the personality of the subject, basing their judgment
on perceived speech, which is expressed in their ability to discern familiar and unfamiliar voices
or to recognize a familiar individual by their voice, regardless of the speech context – in other
words, performing a classification of unlabeled speech samples. In the domain of automatic
speech processing, there is a similar task, namely voice or speaker recognition, specifically,
speaker clustering. It represents a task of speech biometry that implies an independent process
of recognizing the personality of an unknown speaker by means of a computational system based
on a provided voice sample. This task is based on extraction and analysis of features, speaker
model development and comparison as well as decision-making about voice attribution of a
specific speech sample. Many modern systems of this kind rely upon most common acoustic
features of a speech signal. There are effective methods designed for this approach towards
signal representation. However, given that the acoustic representations comprise all kinds
of speech information, it is extremely difficult to identify its specific type [1]. Besides, such
signal characteristics are by nature greatly susceptible to noises, speech variability and other
distortions.

2 Methodology

Perceiving, processing and extracting appropriate information from a variable multilayered en-
semble of acoustic data are remarkable features of the auditory system and the brain. The
human perceives and assimilates the flux of speech entering at the input of the auditory ana-
lyzer in the form of acoustic oscillations, despite their inconsistent nature and the difficulties
related thereto. Similarly, it is expected from the computational system to overcome the speech
variability factors and the ability to extract features that support the tasks of intelligent speech
analysis. Various modern methods supporting extraction of voice features from a complex
speech signal demonstrate their efficiency [3]. However, taking into account the physiology of
auditory perception, it is obvious that they do not reflect the complexity and integrity of this
process. Accordingly, this paper proposes an alternative method for extracting features that is
based on simulation of neural responses by the auditory periphery model, which correspond to
electrical activity in the process of auditory perception. For unsupervised classification of unla-
beled speech data an artificial neural network modeling approach based on self-organization is
proposed. The task of this subsystem is to learn the presented speech utterances, transformed
into vectors of firing rate probability, and subdivide them into the corresponding clusters by
voice attribution. This type of classification problem deals with processing of a set of features
that can help to recognize a particular class. Due to the complexity of the audio data and
neural activity images, it is necessary to have a nonlinear model with a good generalization
ability. The strengths of the artificial neural network approach are related to its ability to
adapt, generalize and learn without any prior knowledge of the data [5]. The main stages of
the proposed method are described below, the general scheme of the architecture is shown in
Figure 1.

2.1 Simulation of the Auditory Nerve Responses

It is known that the auditory periphery converts sound oscillations into responses of neural
activity. A waveform is the most common digital representation of speech, as it reflects the
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Figure 1: Block diagram of the proposed architecture

structure of sound pressure over time. The duration of speech utterances used in this study
is 10-15 seconds, due to the fact that even a short sequence of a speech signal contains a
complex set of information [6]. Such acoustic stimuli waveforms are fed to the computational
auditory model. As a tool for this study was chosen the Matlab Auditory Periphery (MAP)
model (version 1.14) developed in the Hearing Research Laboratory of Essex University. This
physiologically based model of the mammalian auditory periphery system has been extensively
used by researchers to explore a variety of scientific questions and various applications. The
vesicle release mechanism at the auditory nerve-inner hair cell synapse is described in [7]. Since
then, the model has evolved and improve considerably. In general, for this study processing
takes place at several stages: filtering the input signal to reproduce the properties of the response
of the middle ear, filtering of basilar membrane (BM) as a bank of the dual resonance nonlinear
filters [8], simulating the mechanisms of inner hair cells and firing of the auditory nerve (AN).
Nevertheless, the version of the model used in this study has some working assumptions. The
mechanism of generation of the AN response assumes that for the occurrence of an action
potential, it is sufficient to release a transmitter into the synaptic cleft by a single vesicle. Also,
in the probabilistic computation of the model, no adjustment is made for the relative refractory
period.

In this study, the MAP model simulates the response of AN fiber ensembles with a high
spontaneous rate as a probability that represents the average of the ensemble. Responses in the
shape of neural activity image are represented as firing rate, which is based on the amount of

the transmitter in the synaptic cleft: ANrate =
c(t)
dt , where c(t) is the number of vesicles in the

cleft at time t. Absolute refractory period is set to 0.75 ms. The probability of spikes occurring
at this period can be estimated as follows: P (t) = 1−

∏
(1− P (t− 1)). The right-hand side of

the equation indicates the product of all probabilities of not firing during the refractory period
[t; t− 1]. The reduction in firing probability within a current time interval t is proportional to
the likelihood that a spike occurred during this period.

Each site of the BM has a response tuned to a particular frequency, termed as the best
frequency (BF). The model processes 21 channels with BFs between 250 Hz - 8 kHz. For
the input speech signals, at the output, the MAP model generates multidimensional matrices
containing neural activity images in the form of firing probability for each BF channel, which
corresponds to the information processing in the AN. Such transformation is performed for each
speech sample of each speaker from the dataset.

2.2 Feature Vectors Formation

From the perspective of perception, each speaker can be represented , as a voice pattern. The
auditory images obtained in the previous step are variations of such patterns. However, the
resulting matrices are too large, differ in dimension and contain a lot of complex statistical
information. Therefore, it is necessary to preprocess the obtained data to form the input space.
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